
Retired  Measures Exhibit 5 
Measures Effective as of: December 31, 2014

Supplement 2
Deemed UES Values and Selected Calculated Measures

Sorted by Fuel Type

Commercial/Industrial Electric

E250 CI RetrofitSchedule

Measure Category Additional details, comments, equipment applications Reason RetiredSavings Type Retired Date

Device Controllers and Sensors
Commercial Existing only

Software; networked or local; big fix costPC Power Manager retire non-prescriptive custom measuresCustom 8/1/2014

Software; networked or local; verdiem costPC Power Manager retire non-prescriptive custom measuresCustom 8/1/2014
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NOTES: (1) To preserve measure history, measures are retired, rather than deleted.  Retirement reasons include, but aren't limited to: database entry error, updated RTF values, new evaluation study that indicates an updated
value is warranted, PSE no longer offers this measure, etc. 
(2) Revision histories for noted measures are available upon request.

(3) Measure savings that were revised due to "savings value correction" were reflected and tracked in the EES Tracking and Forecasting System, using adjustment procedures noted in the "EES Guidelines for 
Ensuring Accuracy of Electric and Gas Savings" document.  Measure savings adjusted as result of "Align with RTF value" occured at the beginning of the year and required no correction action.
(4) Indicated measures are those that are archived in the Source of Savings database: RTF UES, PSE Deemed, and selected calculated measures, where the savings value is relatively stable--Commercial LEDs,  for 
instance.



Commercial/Industrial Electric

E251 CI New ConstructionSchedule

Measure Category Additional details, comments, equipment applications Reason RetiredSavings Type Retired Date

Device Controllers and Sensors
Commercial New only

Software; networked or local; big fix costPC Power Manager retire non-prescriptive custom measuresCustom 8/1/2014

Software; networked or local; verdiem costPC Power Manager retire non-prescriptive custom measuresCustom 8/1/2014
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NOTES: (1) To preserve measure history, measures are retired, rather than deleted.  Retirement reasons include, but aren't limited to: database entry error, updated RTF values, new evaluation study that indicates an updated
value is warranted, PSE no longer offers this measure, etc. 
(2) Revision histories for noted measures are available upon request.

(3) Measure savings that were revised due to "savings value correction" were reflected and tracked in the EES Tracking and Forecasting System, using adjustment procedures noted in the "EES Guidelines for 
Ensuring Accuracy of Electric and Gas Savings" document.  Measure savings adjusted as result of "Align with RTF value" occured at the beginning of the year and required no correction action.
(4) Indicated measures are those that are archived in the Source of Savings database: RTF UES, PSE Deemed, and selected calculated measures, where the savings value is relatively stable--Commercial LEDs,  for 
instance.



Commercial/Industrial Electric

E255 Small Business LightingSchedule

Measure Category Additional details, comments, equipment applications Reason RetiredSavings Type Retired Date

Lamps
Commercial Existing or New

< 26 WattCFL Small Business Lighting program ended Jan, 2014PSE Deemed 1/1/2014

2' 1L T12 HO to 2' 1L T8T8 Lamps Measure incorrectly classified as Sm Bus LghtgPSE Deemed 8/20/2014

2' 1L T12 to 2' 1L T8T8 Lamps Measure incorrectly classified as Sm Bus LghtgPSE Deemed 8/20/2014

26 Watt to 39 Watt CFLCFL Small Business Lighting program ended Jan, 2014PSE Deemed 1/1/2014

3' 1L T12 to 3' 1L T8T8 Lamps Measure incorrectly classified as Sm Bus LghtgPSE Deemed 8/20/2014

4' 1L T12 to 4' 1L T8T8 Lamps Measure incorrectly classified as Sm Bus LghtgPSE Deemed 8/20/2014

4' 2L T12 HO to 4' 2L T8T8 Lamps Measure incorrectly classified as Sm Bus LghtgPSE Deemed 8/20/2014

4' 2L T12 to 4' 2L T8T8 Lamps Measure incorrectly classified as Sm Bus LghtgPSE Deemed 8/20/2014

4' 4L T12 HO to 4' 4L T8T8 Lamps Measure incorrectly classified as Sm Bus LghtgPSE Deemed 8/20/2014

4' 4L T12 to 4' 4L T8T8 Lamps Measure incorrectly classified as Sm Bus LghtgPSE Deemed 8/20/2014

400W HID to 4' 6L T8 (HBF)T8 Lamps Measure incorrectly classified as Sm Bus LghtgPSE Deemed 8/20/2014

8' 1L T8 F96 to 4' 2L 28W (retro kit 2L 8')T8 Lamps Measure incorrectly classified as Sm Bus LghtgPSE Deemed 8/20/2014

Equal to or greater than 40 Watt CFLCFL Small Business Lighting program ended Jan, 2014PSE Deemed 1/1/2014

Lamp-8' 1L T12 HO F96 to 4' 2L 28W (retro kit 2L 8')T8 Lamps Measure incorrectly classified as Sm Bus LghtgPSE Deemed 8/20/2014

Lamp-8' 2L T8 F96 to 4' 4L 28W (retro kit 4L 8')T8 Lamps Measure incorrectly classified as Sm Bus LghtgPSE Deemed 8/20/2014

Specialty, < 26 WattCFL Small Business Lighting program ended Jan, 2014PSE Deemed 1/1/2014

Specialty, 26 Watt to 39 Watt CFLCFL Small Business Lighting program ended Jan, 2014PSE Deemed 1/1/2014
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NOTES: (1) To preserve measure history, measures are retired, rather than deleted.  Retirement reasons include, but aren't limited to: database entry error, updated RTF values, new evaluation study that indicates an updated
value is warranted, PSE no longer offers this measure, etc. 
(2) Revision histories for noted measures are available upon request.

(3) Measure savings that were revised due to "savings value correction" were reflected and tracked in the EES Tracking and Forecasting System, using adjustment procedures noted in the "EES Guidelines for 
Ensuring Accuracy of Electric and Gas Savings" document.  Measure savings adjusted as result of "Align with RTF value" occured at the beginning of the year and required no correction action.
(4) Indicated measures are those that are archived in the Source of Savings database: RTF UES, PSE Deemed, and selected calculated measures, where the savings value is relatively stable--Commercial LEDs,  for 
instance.



Commercial/Industrial Electric

E262 CI rebates---allSchedule

Measure Category Additional details, comments, equipment applications Reason RetiredSavings Type Retired Date

Drives
Commercial or Industrial Existing or New

On fan motorsvariable speed No longer offering this measureCalculated 4/1/2014

On pump motorsvariable speed No longer offering this measureCalculated 4/1/2014

Gas Boiler Tune ups & Cleaning
Commercial or Industrial Existing or New

Boiler Cleaning and Tune-up: Kettle BoilerBoiler Tune & Cleaning Incorrectly classified as electric fuel typeCalculated 8/1/2014

Boiler Cleaning and Tune-up: Tube BoilerBoiler Tune & Cleaning Incorrectly classified as electric fuel typeCalculated 8/1/2014

Boiler Cleaning: Kettle BoilerBoiler Tune & Cleaning Incorrectly classified as electric fuel typeCalculated 8/1/2014

Boiler Cleaning: Tube BoilerBoiler Tune & Cleaning Incorrectly classified as electric fuel typeCalculated 8/1/2014

Boiler Tune-Up: Kettle BoilerBoiler Tune & Cleaning Incorrectly classified as electric fuel typeCalculated 8/1/2014

Boiler Tune-Up: Tube BoilerBoiler Tune & Cleaning Incorrectly classified as electric fuel typeCalculated 8/1/2014

Heat Pumps
Commercial or Industrial Existing or New

High Efficiency, PTAC to PTHPheat pump,Terminal, Hospitality New measure replaced this recordCalculated 5/7/2014

High Efficiency, PTHP to PTHPheat pump,Terminal, Hospitality New measure replaced this recordCalculated 5/7/2014
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NOTES: (1) To preserve measure history, measures are retired, rather than deleted.  Retirement reasons include, but aren't limited to: database entry error, updated RTF values, new evaluation study that indicates an updated
value is warranted, PSE no longer offers this measure, etc. 
(2) Revision histories for noted measures are available upon request.

(3) Measure savings that were revised due to "savings value correction" were reflected and tracked in the EES Tracking and Forecasting System, using adjustment procedures noted in the "EES Guidelines for 
Ensuring Accuracy of Electric and Gas Savings" document.  Measure savings adjusted as result of "Align with RTF value" occured at the beginning of the year and required no correction action.
(4) Indicated measures are those that are archived in the Source of Savings database: RTF UES, PSE Deemed, and selected calculated measures, where the savings value is relatively stable--Commercial LEDs,  for 
instance.



Commercial/Industrial Electric

E262 CI rebates---allSchedule

Measure Category Additional details, comments, equipment applications Reason RetiredSavings Type Retired Date

Lamps
Commercial or Industrial Existing or New

LED-Decorative retailLED Retail Business case contained incorrect value--repld by 
id#4698

PSE Deemed 8/1/2014

LED-decorative retailPre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-HW recessed retrofit kit-officePre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-hw recessed retrofit kit-otherPre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-HW recessed retrofit kit-retailPre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-HW recessed retrofit kit-school (k12)Pre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-mr16-groceryPre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-mr16-hospitalPre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-mr16-officePre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-mr16-otherPre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-mr16-other healthPre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-mr16-other retailPre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-mr16-universityPre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-mr16-warehousePre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-omnidirectional-hotel comonsPre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-omnidirectional-hotel roomsPre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-omnidirectional-officePre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-omnidirectional-otherPre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014
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NOTES: (1) To preserve measure history, measures are retired, rather than deleted.  Retirement reasons include, but aren't limited to: database entry error, updated RTF values, new evaluation study that indicates an updated
value is warranted, PSE no longer offers this measure, etc. 
(2) Revision histories for noted measures are available upon request.

(3) Measure savings that were revised due to "savings value correction" were reflected and tracked in the EES Tracking and Forecasting System, using adjustment procedures noted in the "EES Guidelines for 
Ensuring Accuracy of Electric and Gas Savings" document.  Measure savings adjusted as result of "Align with RTF value" occured at the beginning of the year and required no correction action.
(4) Indicated measures are those that are archived in the Source of Savings database: RTF UES, PSE Deemed, and selected calculated measures, where the savings value is relatively stable--Commercial LEDs,  for 
instance.



Commercial/Industrial Electric

E262 CI rebates---allSchedule

Measure Category Additional details, comments, equipment applications Reason RetiredSavings Type Retired Date

LED-Omnidirectional-retailLED Retail Business case contained incorrect value--repl by 
#4653

PSE Deemed 8/1/2014

LED-omnidirectional-retail (retired)Pre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-Par 20-hotel commonsLED Hotel Common Area Operator entered incorrect savings valuePSE Deemed 8/1/2014

LED-par20-groceryPre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-par20-officePre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-par20-otherPre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-par20-restaurantPre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-par20-universityPre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-par30-groceryPre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-par30-officePre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-par30-otherPre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-par30-other healthPre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-par30-restaurantPre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-par30-retailPre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-par30-universityPre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-par30-warehousePre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-par38 & 40-groceryPre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-par38 & 40-hotel commonsPre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-par38 & 40-officePre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-par38 & 40-otherPre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014

LED-par38 & 40-restaurantPre CEM re-org LEDs created new record due to CEM re-orgPSE Deemed 5/31/2014
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NOTES: (1) To preserve measure history, measures are retired, rather than deleted.  Retirement reasons include, but aren't limited to: database entry error, updated RTF values, new evaluation study that indicates an updated
value is warranted, PSE no longer offers this measure, etc. 
(2) Revision histories for noted measures are available upon request.

(3) Measure savings that were revised due to "savings value correction" were reflected and tracked in the EES Tracking and Forecasting System, using adjustment procedures noted in the "EES Guidelines for 
Ensuring Accuracy of Electric and Gas Savings" document.  Measure savings adjusted as result of "Align with RTF value" occured at the beginning of the year and required no correction action.
(4) Indicated measures are those that are archived in the Source of Savings database: RTF UES, PSE Deemed, and selected calculated measures, where the savings value is relatively stable--Commercial LEDs,  for 
instance.



Commercial/Industrial Electric

E262 CI rebates---allSchedule

Measure Category Additional details, comments, equipment applications Reason RetiredSavings Type Retired Date

LED-Recessed retailLED Retail Business case contained incorrect value--repl by 
#4697

PSE Deemed 8/1/2014
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NOTES: (1) To preserve measure history, measures are retired, rather than deleted.  Retirement reasons include, but aren't limited to: database entry error, updated RTF values, new evaluation study that indicates an updated
value is warranted, PSE no longer offers this measure, etc. 
(2) Revision histories for noted measures are available upon request.

(3) Measure savings that were revised due to "savings value correction" were reflected and tracked in the EES Tracking and Forecasting System, using adjustment procedures noted in the "EES Guidelines for 
Ensuring Accuracy of Electric and Gas Savings" document.  Measure savings adjusted as result of "Align with RTF value" occured at the beginning of the year and required no correction action.
(4) Indicated measures are those that are archived in the Source of Savings database: RTF UES, PSE Deemed, and selected calculated measures, where the savings value is relatively stable--Commercial LEDs,  for 
instance.



Commercial/Industrial Gas

G262 Commercial Direct Install (Non SBDISchedule

Measure Category Additional details, comments, equipment applications Reason RetiredSavings Type Retired Date

Aerator
Commercial or Industrial Existing or New

Aerator-split-gNon-Hospitaliy Aerators Database manager entered incorrect savings valuePSE Deemed 8/1/2014

Dishwashers
Commercial or Industrial Existing or New

Under Counter High Temp Dishwasher - Gas Water HeaterUnder Counter, PSE provides 
electricity

Database manager entered incorrect namePSE Deemed 8/1/2014

Kitchen Equipment
Commercial or Industrial Existing or New

Existing gas convection ovenOven, Gas New measure replaced this recordPSE Deemed 12/31/2014

Existing gas double rack ovenOven, Gas New measure replaced this recordPSE Deemed 12/31/2014

Existing gas single rack ovenOven, Gas New measure replaced this recordPSE Deemed 12/31/2014
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NOTES: (1) To preserve measure history, measures are retired, rather than deleted.  Retirement reasons include, but aren't limited to: database entry error, updated RTF values, new evaluation study that indicates an updated
value is warranted, PSE no longer offers this measure, etc. 
(2) Revision histories for noted measures are available upon request.

(3) Measure savings that were revised due to "savings value correction" were reflected and tracked in the EES Tracking and Forecasting System, using adjustment procedures noted in the "EES Guidelines for 
Ensuring Accuracy of Electric and Gas Savings" document.  Measure savings adjusted as result of "Align with RTF value" occured at the beginning of the year and required no correction action.
(4) Indicated measures are those that are archived in the Source of Savings database: RTF UES, PSE Deemed, and selected calculated measures, where the savings value is relatively stable--Commercial LEDs,  for 
instance.



Residential Electric

E214 Single Family Residential ExistingSchedule

Measure Category Additional details, comments, equipment applications Reason RetiredSavings Type Retired Date

Clothes Washers
Single Family Existing only

2011 Clothes Washer Tier 1 MEF 2.2-2.45 
(EWH/PropaneDryer)--placeholder to match Res tracking dbase  
"Propane" value is the same as "gas" value

Energy Star® Clothes Washers No longer needed for reference1/1/2014

2011 Clothes Washer Tier 1 MEF 2.2-2.45 
(PropaneWH/EDryer)--placeholder to match Res tracking dbase  
"Propane" value is the same as "gas" value

Energy Star® Clothes Washers No longer needed for reference1/1/2014

2011 Clothes Washer Tier 1 MEF 2.2-2.45 
(PropaneWH/PropaneDryer)--placeholder to match Res tracking 
dbase  "Propane" value is the same as "gas" value

Energy Star® Clothes Washers No longer needed for reference1/1/2014

2011 Clothes Washer Tier 2 MEF 2.46 or higher 
(EWH/PropaneDryer)--placeholder to match Res tracking dbase  
"Propane" value is the same as "gas" value

Energy Star® Clothes Washers No longer needed for reference1/1/2014

2011 Clothes Washer Tier 2 MEF 2.46 or higher 
(PropaneWH/EDryer)--placeholder to match Res tracking dbase  
"Propane" value is the same as "gas" value

Energy Star® Clothes Washers No longer needed for reference1/1/2014

2011 Clothes Washer Tier 2 MEF 2.46 or higher 
(PropaneWH/PropaneDryer)--placeholder to match Res tracking 
dbase  "Propane" value is the same as "gas" value

Energy Star® Clothes Washers No longer needed for reference1/1/2014

2011 Clothes Washer Tier 3 MEF 2.7 or higher 
(EWH/PropaneDryer)--placeholder to match Res tracking dbase  
"Propane" value is the same as "gas" value

Energy Star® Clothes Washers No longer needed for reference1/1/2014

2011 Clothes Washer Tier 3 MEF 2.7 or higher 
(PropaneWH/EDryer)--placeholder to match Res tracking dbase  
"Propane" value is the same as "gas" value

Energy Star® Clothes Washers No longer needed for reference1/1/2014

2011 Clothes Washer Tier 3 MEF 2.7 or higher 
(PropaneWH/PropaneDryer)--placeholder to match Res tracking 
dbase  "Propane" value is the same as "gas" value

Energy Star® Clothes Washers No longer needed for reference1/1/2014
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NOTES: (1) To preserve measure history, measures are retired, rather than deleted.  Retirement reasons include, but aren't limited to: database entry error, updated RTF values, new evaluation study that indicates an updated
value is warranted, PSE no longer offers this measure, etc. 
(2) Revision histories for noted measures are available upon request.

(3) Measure savings that were revised due to "savings value correction" were reflected and tracked in the EES Tracking and Forecasting System, using adjustment procedures noted in the "EES Guidelines for 
Ensuring Accuracy of Electric and Gas Savings" document.  Measure savings adjusted as result of "Align with RTF value" occured at the beginning of the year and required no correction action.
(4) Indicated measures are those that are archived in the Source of Savings database: RTF UES, PSE Deemed, and selected calculated measures, where the savings value is relatively stable--Commercial LEDs,  for 
instance.



Residential Electric

E214 Single Family Residential ExistingSchedule

Measure Category Additional details, comments, equipment applications Reason RetiredSavings Type Retired Date

Insulation
Single Family Existing only

R19-R49 FAFAttic Insluation Database manager entered incorrect #.  Rpl by 
4696

PSE Deemed 8/1/2014

R19-R49 FAFAttic Insluation No longer offering this measurePSE Deemed 12/31/2014

Lamps
Single Family Existing only

Direct install; HomePrintCFL Energy Star® No longer offering this measureRTF Deemed 7/15/2014

HomePrint DI candelabra lampsLED lamps Database manager keyed incorrect valuePSE Deemed 8/1/2014

HomePrint DI reflector lampsLED lamps Database manager keyed incorrect valuePSE Deemed 8/1/2014

MHDS DI LED GlobeLED lamps Database manager keyed incorrect valuePSE Deemed 8/1/2014
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NOTES: (1) To preserve measure history, measures are retired, rather than deleted.  Retirement reasons include, but aren't limited to: database entry error, updated RTF values, new evaluation study that indicates an updated
value is warranted, PSE no longer offers this measure, etc. 
(2) Revision histories for noted measures are available upon request.

(3) Measure savings that were revised due to "savings value correction" were reflected and tracked in the EES Tracking and Forecasting System, using adjustment procedures noted in the "EES Guidelines for 
Ensuring Accuracy of Electric and Gas Savings" document.  Measure savings adjusted as result of "Align with RTF value" occured at the beginning of the year and required no correction action.
(4) Indicated measures are those that are archived in the Source of Savings database: RTF UES, PSE Deemed, and selected calculated measures, where the savings value is relatively stable--Commercial LEDs,  for 
instance.



Residential Electric

E216 Fuel ConversionSchedule

Measure Category Additional details, comments, equipment applications Reason RetiredSavings Type Retired Date

Fuel Conversion
Single Family Existing only

Electric base board space heat and electric water heatSpace and Water Heating Updated incentive and measure cost dataPSE Deemed 1/1/2014

Electric base board space heat to gas space heatSpace Heating Only Updated measure cost and incentive valuesPSE Deemed 1/1/2014

Electric forced air space heat and electric water heatSpace and Water Heating Updated incentive and measure cost dataPSE Deemed 1/1/2014

Electric forced air space heat to gas space heatSpace Heating Only Updated measure cost and incentive valuesPSE Deemed 1/1/2014

Electric water heat to gas water heat--tankWater Heating Only Updated measure cost and incentive valuesPSE Deemed 1/1/2014

Electric water heat to gas water heat--tanklessWater Heating Only Updated measure cost and incentive valuesPSE Deemed 1/1/2014
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NOTES: (1) To preserve measure history, measures are retired, rather than deleted.  Retirement reasons include, but aren't limited to: database entry error, updated RTF values, new evaluation study that indicates an updated
value is warranted, PSE no longer offers this measure, etc. 
(2) Revision histories for noted measures are available upon request.

(3) Measure savings that were revised due to "savings value correction" were reflected and tracked in the EES Tracking and Forecasting System, using adjustment procedures noted in the "EES Guidelines for 
Ensuring Accuracy of Electric and Gas Savings" document.  Measure savings adjusted as result of "Align with RTF value" occured at the beginning of the year and required no correction action.
(4) Indicated measures are those that are archived in the Source of Savings database: RTF UES, PSE Deemed, and selected calculated measures, where the savings value is relatively stable--Commercial LEDs,  for 
instance.



Residential Electric

E217 Multifamily ExistingSchedule

Measure Category Additional details, comments, equipment applications Reason RetiredSavings Type Retired Date

Common Area Measures
Multi Family Existing only

Common area - Commercially CalculatedLighting retire non-prescriptive custom measuresCustom 1/1/2014

Garage CO Demand SensorVentilation retire non-prescriptive custom measuresCustom 1/1/2014
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NOTES: (1) To preserve measure history, measures are retired, rather than deleted.  Retirement reasons include, but aren't limited to: database entry error, updated RTF values, new evaluation study that indicates an updated
value is warranted, PSE no longer offers this measure, etc. 
(2) Revision histories for noted measures are available upon request.

(3) Measure savings that were revised due to "savings value correction" were reflected and tracked in the EES Tracking and Forecasting System, using adjustment procedures noted in the "EES Guidelines for 
Ensuring Accuracy of Electric and Gas Savings" document.  Measure savings adjusted as result of "Align with RTF value" occured at the beginning of the year and required no correction action.
(4) Indicated measures are those that are archived in the Source of Savings database: RTF UES, PSE Deemed, and selected calculated measures, where the savings value is relatively stable--Commercial LEDs,  for 
instance.



Residential Gas

G218 Multifamily New ConstructionSchedule

Measure Category Additional details, comments, equipment applications Reason RetiredSavings Type Retired Date

Windows
Multi Family New only

Window 10% adjustment <<Only when combined with PTHP!>>U-.30 or better No longer offering this measurePSE Deemed 1/1/2014
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NOTES: (1) To preserve measure history, measures are retired, rather than deleted.  Retirement reasons include, but aren't limited to: database entry error, updated RTF values, new evaluation study that indicates an updated
value is warranted, PSE no longer offers this measure, etc. 
(2) Revision histories for noted measures are available upon request.

(3) Measure savings that were revised due to "savings value correction" were reflected and tracked in the EES Tracking and Forecasting System, using adjustment procedures noted in the "EES Guidelines for 
Ensuring Accuracy of Electric and Gas Savings" document.  Measure savings adjusted as result of "Align with RTF value" occured at the beginning of the year and required no correction action.
(4) Indicated measures are those that are archived in the Source of Savings database: RTF UES, PSE Deemed, and selected calculated measures, where the savings value is relatively stable--Commercial LEDs,  for 
instance.


